
FORMATTING TITLES 

Film titles are in italics (Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, Hook, The Princess Bride, Pitch Perfect) 

Book titles are in italics: (Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, The Canterbury Tales) 

Story titles, poem titles, new article titles, television episodes, etc. are in quotation marks: 
“Seventeen Die in Tragic Limousine Accident” or “The One Where Rachel Turns 30.” 

 

 

IN-TEXT QUOTING 

• Online article: Leery writes, “________________________.” 
• Story title/episode: In “Rumpelstitskin,” the Grimm Brothers suggest 

“___________________________” (Grimm 286).  
• Film/video: In the film A Star is Born, Judy Garland says, “____________________”.  
• In his book Wicked, MacGuire explains why Elphaba wants the red shoes so much: 

“_________________________” (MacGuire 284). 

 

• In his introduction to Hans Christian Andersen’s Fairy Tales, Jack Zipes explains 
Andersen’s personal connection to his stories: “In ‘The Little Mermaid,’ Andersen 
represents the idea of his feeling as though he doesn’t have a voice by denying the 
mermaid possession of her own” (Zipes xxi).  

o In this quote, we have a title quoted in a quote, so the quotation marks look a little 
different. 

o We also have the author of an introduction to a book. This is how you would cite 
an introduction. 

o The page numbers are also different here because they are for an introduction. 

 

INCORRECT: “__________________________”. **You have to introduce your quote. 

 

 

PLACES YOU DON’T WANT QUOTES 

• Don’t start a paragraph with a quote. Start with your words and go from there. 
• Don’t end a paragraph on a quote. Make sure you follow every quote with an 

explanation of why that quote is important. (In this quote, the reader can 
see____________) If you end on a quote, you can’t explain it because the paragraph is 
over. 

• Don’t use a quote as a topic sentence. Set your paragraph up with a main idea and then 
follow it with quote. 



• You don’t want to use quotes in the introduction or the conclusion. The intro is 
setting your paper up, so you want those words to be yours. The conclusion is 
summarizing your points. You want both of these paragraphs to be your own words. 

 

COMMON KNOWLEDGE 

 

• You don’t need to cite something if it’s common knowledge: a fact, a birthday, who is the 
17th president of the United States. 

• If it’s not someone’s idea, it just is, then it’s common knowledge. 
• Some people will say you shouldn’t quote it if it’s a famous quote. Here’s why I disagree: 

o “Hell’s empty. All the devils are here.” Who said that? It’s a famous playwright. 
It’s from a famous play—but most people aren’t going to know that comes from 
The Tempest by Shakespeare. It’s also quoted in other shows, like One Tree Hill. 
Suppose someone thinks that’s where it came from? It’s best to cite it. 

o “Hold onto your hats. It’s going to be a bumpy night.” This is a common 
expression, right? True, but it also was originally said in the Bette Davis movie 
All About Eve, and people generally get it wrong. The quote is it’s gonna be a 
bumpy night, not ride. 

• Point being, if someone said it and you can find it, cite it! 

 

SUMMARIZING, PARAPHRASING, AND QUOTING 

Direct quote: “I will not ask you for forgiveness. What I have done is unforgivable. I was so lost 
in hatred and revenge. I never dreamed that I could love you so much. You stole what was left of 
my heart. And now I've lost you forever” (Maleficent). 

Paraphrasing: Maleficent tells the sleeping princess she refuses to ask her forgiveness because 
her actions are so terrible. She feels she cannot be forgiven. She now understands she loves the 
princess, but it is too late because she has lost her to the sleeping curse. 

Summarizing: Maleficent acknowledges her terrible actions and mourns the state in which she 
has put the princess. 
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1 If you have two stories from the same book, you still need a citation for both. 
2 Since we are citing the same book twice, we can just put ---- for the author’s name. 
 



To find information on your movies or episodes: www.imdb.com 

To find more information on citing and works cited, visit: www.owl.english.purdue.edu  


